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Abstract 
The Mackey theorem on products of bomological spaces is generalized to classes of topological 
linear spaces closed under quotients and inductive limits: either they are not countably productive 
or are nonmeasurably productive. The result can be shifted up to higher measurable cardinals. 
It is shown that the Mackey theorem is not valid for TLS-bomological spaces provided the real 
measurable cardinal does not coincide with the Ulam measurable cardinal (thus contradicting some 
results by Robertson and Adasch). 0 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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Dedicated to the centenary of the birthday of the highly esteemed mathematician 
PS. Alexandroff 
There are several results on productivity of certain coreflective classes of topological 
linear spaces: for instance productivity of bornological-like spaces, of Mazur-like spaces. 
The productivity of the mentioned classes is very strong: products of nonmeasurably 
many spaces from the class belong to the same class, too. We shall show that, in some 
sense, this is true for all coreflective classes of topological linear spaces. 
Products form a special case of inverse spectra (inverse systems in [9]) introduced by 
P.S. Alexandrov in 1929 [3]. We shall see in the last section that most results for inverse 
spectra, analogous to our main results for products, do not hold in general. 
First we shall recall some concepts and terminology. Most of the concepts and terms 
used in this paper come from the books [14] (topological linear spaces), [9] (general 
topology) and [l] (category theory). 
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A nonzero cardinal K is called measurable if there exists a nontrivial K-additive two- 
valued measure on K being zero on points (K-additivity of p means that 
for every disjoint family {A .} 2 I with 111 < K). We shall index such cardinals by ordinals: 
m, is the crth measurable cardinal. Thus ma = wo and ml is the usual Ulam measurable 
cardinal (all cardinals less than ml are called Ulam nonmeasurable). The cardinal ma+] 
is the first cardinal admitting a nontrivial rnz-additive two-valued measure being zero 
on points. It is known that IF < m a+~ iff every ultrafilter on 6 that is closed under m, 
intersections, has a nonempty intersection; in other words, iff a discrete space of cardi- 
nality K. is m,-compact, i.e., can be embedded as a closed subspace into a product of 
subspaces of Tychonov cubes of weight at most mcu. The analogous characterization of 
K < m, for a limit a uses sup{mg: ,8 < o} instead of mcy_l. See, e.g., [lo]. 
The first cardinal that admits a nontrivial R-valued WI -additive measure is denoted by 
mn. It is known (see [20]) that the consistency of the theories 
{ZFC + (3mt )}, {ZFC + (3mn)}, {ZFC + (3ma 6 2‘7) 
is equivalent. Also, either mn < 2w or mn = ml. The second case occurs, e.g., if MA 
holds or, more generally, if IR satisfies the Baire category theorem for less than 2w open 
dense sets-see [6]. 
We shall now recall several concepts from category theory. Every subcategory will be 
full and so we shall rather speak about subclasses instead of subcategories. 
We shall work in a productive subclass K of the category TLS of topological linear 
spaces over IR and will always assume that lR E K. (The case of topological linear spaces 
over complex field is the same and we use R because of simplified notation.) Usually, 
K will be reflective in TLS, i.e., closed under products and subspaces in TLS; the fact 
that IR E K avoids two trivial cases, namely the subclasses consisting of the zero space, 
or of all indiscrete topological linear spaces. 
We say that a subclass C of K is K-productive if every product (in TLS) of less than 
K members of C belongs to C; finite (or countable) productivity is another expression for 
w- (or WI-, respectively) productivity. The expression a class C is exactly K-productive 
means that it is r;-productive and that no product of at least K many spaces from C having 
nontrivial separated modifications, belongs to C. 
We shall consider nontrivial coreflective classes C in K. By ‘nontrivial’ we understand 
that the class contains R, to avoid almost exotic spaces, i.e., those having zero continuous 
linear functionals only. The coreflectivity for C in our case means that the class C is 
closed under quotients and under inductive limits in K. Equivalently, for every space 
X E K there exists a finer space CX belonging to C such that every continuous linear 
mapping from a space in C to X is continuous already into the finer space cX. Every 
class of spaces from K: has a coreflective hull in K. Since finite products coincide with 
finite direct sums, every coreflective class is finitely productive. By LCS we denote the 
reflective subcategory of TLS consisting of locally convex spaces. 
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In Section 1, we shall recall some historical facts close to our topic, Section 2 contains 
our main results, and Section 3 contains a discussion on closedness of coreflective classes 
under limits of inverse spectra, and side results following from Section 2. 
1. Historical development 
It was probably G.W. Mackey in [ 151 who proved the first deeper result about products 
in a special coreflective class in 1944. He proved that every bounded linearfunctional on 
any power of IR is a finite linear combination of pointfunctionals (i.e., is continuous) iff 
ml does not exist. A similar result for sequentially continuous linear functionals instead 
of bounded linear mappings was proved by Mazur in 1946 [ 161. 
In 1970, A.P. Robertson proved a generalization of the Mackey result [19]: Zf every 
bounded linear map from a topological linear space Ei into a topological linear space 
F is continuous for every i E I, and 111 < ml, then every bounded linear map from 
Hi,, E, into F is continuous. He also proved a converse: If III > ml andfor each i E I 
there exists a nontrivial bounded linear map Ei + F then there exists a bounded linear 
map n, Ei + F that is not continuous provided IFI < ml. 
N. Adasch in [2] reproved both results and removed the assumption IFI < ml from 
the last quoted result. We shall show in the next section that the first quoted result of 
this paragraph cannot be proved in {ZFC + 3(mr)}. 
For the class of bornological spaces and some other special classes C, it was known 
that their productivity is tested by powers of scalars; that situation was described in a 
categorical way by S. Dierolf [7]: Zf C is a corefective subcategory of TLS or of LCS, 
then iRt E C ifs every product of III many separated spaces from C belongs to C. 
This result was generalized in [8]: If F is a concretefunctor either on TLS or on LCS 
that is finer than the identity, then 
F(R')=R' ifs F 
for every collection {Ei}I. 
Also this last result was further generalized by W. Sydow in [21] to the cases when 
TLS or LCS are substituted by a productive subcategory of TLS, and the scalar field for 
topological linear spaces is quite general. We shall frequently use the following formu- 
lation stronger than that of P. and S. Dierolf’s but weaker than that of W. Sydow: 
Theorem. Let K be a productive subclass of TLS and C a coreflective subclass of K. 
Then C is n+-productive iff Iw” E C. C is exactly n-productive iff K. is the smallest 
cardinal such that Iw” does not belong to C. 
In [l l] it was shown that the class of Mazur spaces is exactly ml-productive (a 
topological linear space is called a Mazur space if every sequentially continuous linear 
functional on the space is continuous). Those results were generalized to Mazur-like 
spaces in [12]. We shall need some definitions: 
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Definition 1. A topological linear space X is called a weak Mazur space if a linear 
mapping f : X -+ IR is continuous provided it preserves convergence of well-ordered 
nets of Ulam nonmeasurable length. 
A topological linear space X is called a strong Muzur space if a linear mapping 
f : X + Y, Y a locally convex space, is continuous provided it preserves convergence 
to 0 of those sequences {z~} from X such that T,Z, converges to 0 for any choice of 
reals T, (the so-called strong convergence to 0). 
It is proved in [12] that if C is a corejective subclass of LCS containing all strong 
Mazur spaces and consisting of weak Mazur spaces, then C is exactly ml -productive. 
Among the classes satisfying the assumptions of the result from the preceding para- 
graph are the classes of bornological spaces, ultrabornological spaces, semibornological 
spaces, C-spaces, Mazur spaces. 
2. Main results 
We want to generalize the results mentioned in the preceding section and to show that 
every coreflective subclass of a class K: productive in TLS is exactly m,-productive for 
some (Y. However, such a result is not true for general Ic. It is shown in [12] that if 
K: = TLS and mn < ml, then there is a coreflective subclass C of TLS and cardinals 
w < K. < X < ml such that C is ,+productive and not X-productive (see also Theorem 3). 
So, there must be some restriction on X: (e.g., K: = LCS) but even in case of general K: 
we are able to prove the rather strong Theorem 2. 
By 5 we denote the first cardinal such that there exists a noncontinuous sequentially 
continuous map 2* -+ IR; it is shown in [I I] that B is the first cardinal such that there 
exists a noncontinuous uniformly sequentially continuous map 2’ 4 R, or the first 
cardinal such that there exists a noncontinuous sequentially continuous homomorphism 
from Z* (or from i$) into a topological group, or a noncontinuous sequentially continuous 
pseudonorm on Z* (or on Zz). Certainly, 5 6 mn, and the famous Keisler-Tarski problem 
asks whether the equality holds. Under some set-theoretical assumptions (like CH, MA) 
one has 5 = mn = ml. In any case, 5 is a large cardinal. 
In the next, “pr” will denote the projection from a product to a subproduct or to a 
coordinate space; for instance, prJ{xi}l = {z~}J for J c I, and prj{zi}l = xj. We 
believe it will be clear from the context what case we have in mind. 
Theorem 2. Let C be a corejective subclass of a productive class K: in TLS. If C is 
countably productive, then it is s-productive. 
Proof. Suppose that IF?’ E C. We must show that then IRn E C for every K < 5. 
Take a continuous linear mapping f : c(IP) + (Al, d), where c(X) is the coreflection 
(modification, in other words) of X in C, and (M, d) is a metric linear space. We show 
that f is continuous on R”. It will suffice to prove that f depends on countably many 
coordinates, i.e., f = gprJ for a countable subset J C K and some g : RJ -+ M; 
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since IRJ E C and pry : c(lR”) --) c(RJ) is a retraction, the map g will be continuous- 
consequently, f : Et” + M will be continuous, too. 
The dependence on some set J can be expressed also by the fact that f(x) = 0 
whenever prJ(x) = 0. Since we want to show that f is continuous, the least such set J 
is described as follows: 
J = {” E n: 3~ E IV, pr,(zi) = 0 forj # i, of # O}. 
The set J must be countable because otherwise we could find a one-to-one sequence 
{in} c J such that d(f(zin),O) > E for some E > 0 (here zi, are the points from 
the definition of J corresponding to i,); the map f restricted to IR{i-) is continuous, 
{xi,,} + 0 in IR{i-l, hence f(zi,,) -+ 0 in M, which contradicts our choice of {in}. 
To show that f depends on J, take :r E R” with prJ(z) = 0; we want to prove that 
f(x) = 0. Take the mapping 4: 2” ---f c(R”) defined by pri(@(A)) = pr,(z)xA (we do 
not distinguish between subsets A of IC and their corresponding characteristic functions 
XA). We shall show that the mapping 4 is sequentially continuous. 
Take yn + y in 2” and denote 
A, = {i: pr,(yk) = pri(y) for k 3 n, pr,&-1) # priy}; 
the sets A,, form a partition of K. Denote as & : R” + IRA- the continuous linear 
mapping defined by 
Then 
is a continuous linear mapping into IR”, thus into c(lR”), too. For the sequence { {bi’)}n}k 
in n,“=, IR”, where bK) E JR” has at most one nonzero coordinate equal 1, namely the 
kth coordinate in case k < n, we have {bik’}, + 0 as k t co, ‘$(bAk)) = qS(yk) -$(y). 
Therefore, 4(yln) - 4(y) + 0 in c(lR”), which was to prove. 
Consequently, the composition f 4 is sequentially continuous on 2” and thus continuous 
since K < 5. Since the net {XF: F c K, IFI < w} converges to xX, and, for finite F, 
(fc#i)(x~) = 0 by the definition of the set J, we have 0 = (f$)(xK) = f(z), which 
finishes the proof. 0 
The basic idea of the preceding proof is a modification of the Mazur’s proof for 
factorization of sequentially continuous maps on products of separable metric spaces [ 171. 
We shall now describe in a rather general way some classes C for which Theorem 2 
cannot be improved. We shall see in Theorem 7 that Theorem 2 can be improved if the 
ranges of the maps f from the preceding proof are nice in some sense. So, to find cases 
when Theorem 2 cannot be improved, we must include “bad” ranges in the description 
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of such cases: we say that a topological linear space X is TLS-Mazur space if every 
sequentially continuous linear map from X to any topological linear space is continuous. 
Theorem 3. Corejective classes in TLS contained in the class of TLS-Mazur spaces 
are not b-productive. 
Proof. Take a coreflective class C contained in the class of TLS-Mazur spaces. By 
a recent Balcar’s result [5] there exists a Maharam submeasure on 5, i.e., a monotone, 
subadditive, sequentially continuous mapping /A : 2* + lR having the properties: p(s) = 1, 
p(A) = 0 if IAl < 1 (hence if IAl 6 w). Our pseudometric linear space M will be the 
set lR* of all real-valued functions on 5 endowed with the metric 
where the integral is defined as J h dp = lo” ~{Ic: h(z) 2 r} dr. The properties of 
Maharam submeasures ensure that (M, d) is a pseudometric linear space (the map d(f, 0) 
is an F-seminorm in the sense of [14]). The identity mapping of the product space lR* 
into (M, d) is not continuous, since {XF: F c 5, IFI < u}} converges to X5 in R”, 
but ~(xF, x5) = l/2 f or every finite set F. It remains to show that our identity map is 
sequentially continuous. Take a sequence {fn} converging to 0 in IP, i.e., fn(x) + 0 
in R for every IC E a. Choose E > 0 and define 
A, = {J: E 5: Ifk(lc)I < &/2 for k 3 n, lf+~(x)( 3 &/2}. 
The sets A, form a countable partition of a, so h(Uk>no Ak) < ~/2 for some no (because 
p is sequentially continuous and {Uk>n Ak} + 0). Thus 
A,wuA,, 
for 72 > no. 0 
Ifs < mt, which is consistent if mt 
(i.e., defined by means of continuity 
J 1 + IJnl 
U A, n>n” 
exists, then the class of TLS-bomological spaces 
of bounded maps into topological linear spaces 
instead of into locally convex spaces) is not ml -productive since every TLS-bomological 
space is a TLS-Mazur space. It is easy to prove directly that the identity mapping IRS + 
(M, d) is bounded and not continuous. In [l 11, the pseudometric topological linear space 
(M, d) from the previous proof was used for functions on mn and a corresponding 
measure p instead of _s and a Mabaram submeasure I*. 
The assertion from the beginning of the previous paragraph contradicts assertions in 
[19] and [2], that the class of TLS-bomological spaces is ml-productive. In fact, there 
are imprecise places in the proofs of the quoted papers: in [ 191, it is erroneously used 
that nx>a xu + nx,a AU = fko AU for every neighborhood U of 0; in [2], the proof 
of (4) is not all right for the case ~0 = 0 that cannot be excluded. 
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As one can see from the proof of Theorem 3, the theorem remains valid for coreflective 
classes of a productive subclass Ic of TLS provided our pseudometric space M belongs 
to K. When we exclude those bud spaces M from the list of ranges for testing continuity 
of mappings, we may expect to prove more, namely to shift the bound of productivity 
of C in Theorems 2 and 3 to higher cardinals. 
In [12] we worked in a subclass &I of TLS that was a reflective hull in TLS of spaces 
having no nontrivial sequences converging strongly to 0 in the sense described in the 
Definition 1 of strong Mazur spaces. In the present paper we shall use more general 
generators. First we need the following easy Proposition 4. By e2 we denote the point of 
a product of reals having exactly the ith coordinate nonzero and equal to 1. 






There exists a continuous linear mapping f : R“ + X such that f (JP) has infinite 
dimension. 
There exists a continuous linear mapping f : IF%” + X such that infinitely many 
of f (ei) are nonzero. 
There exists a sequence {xn} C X\(O) such that for every sequence {rn} of 
reals the sequence {rnxn} is absolutely summable. 
There exists a sequence {xn} C X\(O) such that for every sequence {rn} of 
reals the sequence { r,x,} is unconditionally summable. 
There exists a sequence {xn} C X\(O) such that for every sequence {rn,} of 
reals the sum c,“=,{rnxn} exists. 
Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) is easy, as well as the implications (3) -+ (4) + 
(5). It remains to show (2) 4 (3) and (5) + (2). 
Let f be a mapping as in property (2) and suppose that f(e,) # 0 for every n E w. 
We shall prove that the points x, = f(e,) form the sequence as required in (3). If q 
is a continuous F-seminorm on X, then q f is a continuous F-seminorm on JR?, hence 
for every E > 0 there exists some 120 such that (q f)(r) < E for every r E R” with 
pr, (r) = 0 for n, > no. Consequently, 
1 q(rdk) = C q(f(rdk)) = C(qf)(rnen) 
= (qf){rn);2”-’ + ~(qf)(rdh) 
and CE(q f)(r,e,) 6 E by the above property of qf. Since, clearly, every C;” r,Ic, 
converges in X, the sequence {rnxn} is absolutely summable and (3) is proved. 
To prove (5) 4 (2), take a sequence {zTL} as in property (5) and define f : IR” + X 
by f{r,} = C;” r,x, (thus f(e,) = xn # 0). Clearly, f is a linear mapping; we must 
show that it is continuous. For every neighborhood U of 0 in X there exists some 720 such 
that for every sequence {rn} of reals we have CE r,x, E a. (Indeed, otherwise we 
could construct for some U an increasing sequence {k,} such that ~~~+‘-’ rnxn $ U 
for some {r,}-but then C;” r,x, does not exists in X.) Now it suffices to take a 
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neighborhood V of 0 in X such that v + v c U and a neighborhood W of 0 in IR? 
such that f(W) c V (here we understand lF?? as naturally embedded into RY). Then 
f(W x E@Q) c 17, so that f is continuous. 0 
I do not know whether the property that there exists a one-to-one continuous linear 
mapping from IR” to X may be added to the equivalent properties in Proposition 4. We 
shall now use the spaces having the properties as in Proposition 4 as our generators. For 
a relation to other similar properties see the next section. At this place we just mention 
that if there is no nontrivial sequence {z~} in X strongly converging to 0, then X is 
without free sums. Clearly, every locally bounded space has no nontrivial sequence {z~} 
in X strongly converging to 0. 
Definition 5. A topological linear space X is said to be without free sums if there is no 
sequence {xcn} C X\(O) such that C;” T,Z, converges for every choice of reals T,. 
Definition 6. We shall denote by Ice the epireflective hull in TLS of the spaces without 
free sums, i.e., Ice consists of subspaces of products of spaces without free sums. 
I do not know whether our new class Ice differs from the class Ice from [12] described 
at the beginning of this section. Our definition suggests that the new class Ice is bigger 
than the old class, but it may happen that every space without free sums is embedded 
into a product of spaces having no nontrivial sequences strongly converging to 0, or even 
into a product of spaces having the De Wilde’s property (*), or locally bounded (see the 
next section for the property (*)). 
For examples of productive subclasses K of Ica we may take the class of locally 
convex spaces, or the class of spaces generated by locally bounded spaces, i.e., of such 
spaces X where for every nonzero element 2 there is a continuous linear mapping f 
from X into a locally bounded space with f(x) # 0. I do not know whether the last 
mentioned class coincides with Ko. 
Theorem 7. Let C be a corejective subclass of a productive class K in Ko. i” C is not 
productive, then there exists an ordinal Q such that C is exactly m,-productive. 
Proof. We shall prove the following equivalent assertion: if R“ E C then Rx E C for 
every X that is less than the smallest mcu bigger than 6. Take such a X; we shall assume 
X > r; 3 w (the cases K < w or X < K are trivial). To show that Rx E C, we must prove 
that c(JR’) = Rx, i.e., every continuous linear mapping f on c(IR’) into a space F from 
KZ is continuous on Rx. Since K is a subclass of Kc that is generated by spaces without 
free sums, we may assume that F is such a generator. 
Define J = {i E X: f(~i) # 0 f or some zi E I@’ with prx\{iIzi = 0). The set J is 
finite because otherwise there are a one-to-one sequence {in} in J and a sequence {TV} 
of reals such that c rnf(2i,) d oes not converge in F; but the sum C r,xi, converges 
in c(R’). (The fact that Crnzi,, converges in c(IR’) follows from the countable pro- 
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ductivity of C because IF’ is a subspace of c(R’) via the mapping assigning to {s,} the 
point C s,zi, of Rx.) 
Now we prove that f depends on J. Suppose that it is not the case. Thus there is 
some z E Rx with f(x) # 0 and pr,Jn: = 0. We shall get a contradiction by showing 
that X 3 m,. 
We say in this proof that a subset K c X\J has the property (p) if there exists 
xK E: Rx with I # 0 and prXiK(xK) = 0 (thus X\J has (p)). We assert that there 
exists K c X\J having the property (p) and such that there are no two disjoint subsets of 
K both having (p). If not, then there is a disjoint sequence {K,} of subsets of X\J such 
that each K, has (p), and hence, there is a sequence {T,} of reals such that C r,f(~~,) 
does not converge in F. This is a contradiction because the sequence c r&K, converges 
in c(R’); indeed, embedding IP into Rx (mapping the nth coordinate space onto the 
one-dimensional subspace generated by XK,) is an embedding into c(IR’). 
Now it suffices to define ~1 on all subsets of K to be 0 or 1 depending on whether the 
subset has not or has the property (p). Clearly, p is a nontrivial w-additive two-valued 
measure being zero on all finite sets and we must prove that ,Q is K+-additive: suppose 
that {A/J: /? E n} are disjoint null sets of I_L and consider the embedding R” into IL?,’ 
mapping the pth coordinate space onto the one-dimensional subspace generated by the 
characteristic function of Ap (it is an embedding into c(lR’)). Since the composition of 
f with this embedding is continuous, its value on the characteristic function of the union 
of all Ao’s is zero. 
We have just proved that X > m,, which is a contradiction. 
Thus, f depends on the finite set J in the sense that there is a linear mapping g on IRJ 
such that f = g prJ. Consequently, g is continuous on RJ and, therefore, f is continuous 
on Rx. 0 
We may reformulate Theorem 7 without using the categorical notion of coreflectivity: 
Theorem 7’. If there is no measurable cardinal in the interval (n, X) then for any topo- 
logical linear spaces Xi, i E X, a linear mapping from n, Xi into a space from KO is 
continuous provided that its compositions with every continuous linear mapping from a 
product of at most K spaces chosen from IF? and the X, S, are continuous. 
In particular; this is true if n = w and X is Ulam nonmeasurable. 
Corollary 8. If a corejective class C in K: is m,f-productive, then it is mcu+i -productive 
if mcu+t exists, and it is productive, ifm,+t does not exist. 
Corollary 9. If a corejective class C in K: is countably productive, then it is closed 
under products of Ulam nonmeasurably many spaces. 
We now know, that coreflective subclasses C of K are partitioned according their 
productivity by the cardinals m,. We shall show that for every m, there exists some 
C that is exactly m,-productive. Since intersections of classes preserve K-productivity, 
for every m, there is a smallest C, that is m,-productive. It is clear that C, is the 
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coreflective hull in K of {R”: IF < m,}; in case Q is isolated, C, is the coreflective hull 
in K of JRmQml. We have the following classification result (the case (a) is trivial and 
well-known, we added it because of completeness): 
Theorem 10. 
(a) The core$ective hull in K: of IR is the smallest coreflective class in K: that is exactly 
finitely productive. 
(b) The corejlective hull in K: of {Rm~}p<or is the smallest corejlective class in K: that 
is exactly m,-productive if mcu exists, and productive, zf mrr does not exist. 
We shall reformulate case (b) for isolated (Y in the next corollary. 
Corollary 11. The corejlective hull in K: of Irma is the smallest corejective class in K: 
that is exactly m,+t -productive if m,+i exists, and productive if rn,+, does not exist, 
Corollary 12. Let Q be the first ordinal (if it exists) such that m, does not exist. Then 
the coreflective hull in K: of {IRm~}p~a (or of IR?-I if cy is isolated) is the smallest 
productive coreJEective class in Ic. 
Proof of Theorem 10. Suppose m, exists and cy > 1. We must show that IF?9 is not 
generated by the collection {IRm~}p<a in the sense that there exists a noncontinuous 
linear mapping IRma into some space K E K: such that fc5 is continuous for every 
continuous linear mapping f$ : IRmfi -+ IRm-, where ,6’ < (Y. There is a nontrivial m,- 
additive two-valued measure p on m, vanishing on singletons; p can be extended to a 
linear mapping f : IKma + IR in the following way: 
f({rr>r<mJ = r> where ~{y: ry = r} = 1 
(note that p is (2”)+-additive). Clearly, f is not continuous (finite sets converge to mcu, 
and their measure is 0 but p(mo) = 1. It remains to show that f preserves convergence 
of nets of length less than m,, because the topology of IP’~, ,B < GE, is generated by 
such nets). 
Let {ga}aEA be a net in R”- converging to 0, and IAl < m,. For a given E > 0, 
the set m, can be decomposed into {Pa}aE~ such that z E P, entails lgb(x)( < E for 
b 3 a. Consequently, there exists a unique a0 E A such that p(PaO) = 1. If f(ga) = r, 
then ~(7: pr,(g,) = ra} = 1, and p(P) = 1, where 
P = {y: y E PaO, prr(ga) = r, for a 3 a~}. 
Hence, for y E P and every a 3 aa we have pr,(g,) = T,. Thus ga is constant on P 
with the value T, and, consequently, T, + 0, i.e., f(ga) + 0. 0 
3. Inverse spectra, factorization of maps 
In a discussion about the topic of this paper, A.V. Arhangel’skii suggested to look at 
possibilities of generalizing some results from the preceding section for inverse spectra. 
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As one may expect, the situation for general inverse spectra is different and not too much 
can be proved. Every complete Hausdorff locally convex space is a limit of an inverse 
spectrum of Banach spaces, so that almost no bornology-like property is preserved by 
such limits, neither Mazur-like properties or barreled ones. There may be some results 
on closedness of coreflective classes under limits of inverse spectra having some special 
properties, e.g., if the bonding maps are open or if the index set is special. 
We shall look at well-ordered inverse spectra. Let X be an inverse limit of 
{X0, P&>f? K > w, where X, belong to a coreflective subclass C, say of LCS, 
and p,,~: X, + Xp, cy > 4, are continuous linear mappings. To prove that X E C, 
we may repeat our procedure from the proof of Theorem 7. Take a continuous linear 
mapping f on c(X) into a normed space M. Suppose that for every cy < 6 there is some 
5, E X with pol(z,) = 0, f(z,) # 0 (here p, : X + X, is the projection given by the 
limit properties). Now, 5, + 0 strongly in X; so, if f should be continuous on X, then 
f(z,,) + 0 strongly in M, which is impossible. To use continuity off on c(X), we must 
know that Z, + 0 strongly in c(X). In the preceding section we used the assumption 
that some powers of IR belonged to C. For inverse spectra such an assumption is not 
sufficient: 
Example. Take for C the class of Mazur spaces. It is known that C,(X) is a Mazur 
space iff X is realcompact (see, e.g., [13] or, for more general related results, [4, 11.41). 
Clearly, C,(WI) = lim+{CP(a),P~fi}a<w,, where p,p is the restriction operator. Thus 
all the projections pa0 and pa : C, (wi ) + C,(o) are quotient maps, all the spaces C,(Q) 
are Mazur spaces but the limit space C,(tit) is not a Mazur space. It is easy to find the 
reason why the above “proof” cannot be finished in this case: there is no convenient 
continuous linear mapping from IR”’ to C,(wi). So, instead of the assumption IRY E C 
one must assume that some subspaces of Iw”’ belong to C. 
Nevertheless, for countable inverse spectra we can continue in our procedure because 
there is a continuous linear mapping R” into the limit space X assigning C,“=, T,Z, to 
{rn}. So, we have some rza and a linear mapping g : p,,(X) + h1 such that f = gp,,,. 
To continue, we must know that g is continuous on c(p,, (X)); it may well happen that 
p,, (X) does not coincide with X,, and even the assumption p,{,(X) = X,,, does not 
ensure that g is continuous. Only in case p,,, : c(X) + c(X,,) = X,,, is quotient, we 
can assert that g is continuous and, consequently, that f : X + hiI is continuous. 
The positive result for inverse sequences we have just obtained, is rather poor. Maybe, 
the “negative” result in the previous example is more useful because it suggests a method 
for constructing more examples: if a completely regular Hausdorff space X is inductively 
generated by a spectrum of its subspaces X,, then C,(X) is the limit of the corresponding 
inverse spectrum C&(X,); the bonding maps are surjective provided X, have extension 
properties. Since for many coreflective classes, topological spaces X are characterized 
so that C,(X) belongs to the coreflective class, the problem whether coreflective classes 
are closed under limits of some inverses spectra of such function spaces can be translated 
to a problem in topological spaces, where it may be easier. 
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All such questions about relations of limits of inverse spectra and coreflections are 
very interesting and deserve a detailed look. We are not able to make such a look now. 
The part of the proof of Theorem 7 showing that the set J is finite gives the following 
assertion: 
Proposition 13. Every continuous linear mapping from a product of topological lin- 
ear spaces into a topological linear space without free sums depends on finitely many 
coordinates. 
The result is well known if the range space is normable. For more general ranges it 
was proved in [22]; De Wilde assumed that the ranges satisfy the following condition: 
If { U,}w are neighborhoods of 0 then there exist numbers T, such that n, r,U, 
is a neighborhood of 0. (*> 
It is easy to see that if the preceding condition is satisfied, then the space has no free 
sums (in fact, such a space has no nontrivial sequences strongly converging to 0). Clearly, 
if every continuous linear mapping from a product X into any topological linear space Yi 
depends on finitely many coordinates, the same is true for mappings with ranges being 
finer than subspaces of finite products of Yi’s. The property (*) is finitely productive, 
hereditary and closed under completions. It follows that the subspace D of lRw, being 
identical as a set to the direct sum of countably many copies of R, is not finer than any 
separated space having (*); indeed, otherwise the completion IR” of D would be finer 
than a separated space having (*), which is not possible. Consequently, our Proposition 13 
is really a generalization of the De Wilde’s result. 
The spaces without free sums give the largest class of ranges for the result in Propo- 
sition 13, which follows directly from Proposition 4: 
Proposition 14. If F is a topological linear space with free sums, then there is a con- 
tinuous linear mapping from IP into F not depending on finitely many coordinates. 
We shall now return back to our proof of Theorem 7; we see that the proof gives a 
more general result than formulated in Proposition 13: 
Proposition 15. Let f be a linear mapping from a product of nonmeasurably many 
topological linear spaces into a topological linear space having no free sums, and f be 
continuous on all embeddings of IRY. Then f depends on$nitely many coordinates. 
Corollary 16. Let f be a sequentially continuous linear mapping from a product of 
nonmeasurably many topological linear spaces into a topological linear space having 
no free sums. Then f depends on$nitely many coordinates. 
Instead of sequentially continuous maps it suffices to take maps preserving convergence 
of free sums: if C T,Z, converges for any choice of m’s then C f (xcn) converges. 
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Of course, when we consider dependence on countably many coordinates, the ranges 
may be more general. The assertion analogous to that of Proposition 13 is easy and known 
for other situations: for uniformly continuous maps and metrizable ranges (or ranges 
having no adjacent sequences of length WI). The last property in brackets translates to 
topological linear spaces as nat having an WI -sequence converging to 0-i.e., there is no 
net {x,: cy < WI } of nonzero points converging to 0. We have the following 
Proposition 17. Let F be a topological linear space having no nontrivial WI-sequence 
converging to 0. Then every continuous linear mapping from a product of topological 
linear spaces into F depends on countably many coordinates. 
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